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Introduction of the thesis’s main topics, general objectives 

The aim of our longitudinal research is to follow the development of infants’ early emotion 

regulation capacity in the context of maternal affective environment and temperament. We 

examined the infants’ stress reactivity in the framework of the longitudinal Budapest Mother-

Baby research, which aimed at identifying biological, psychological, and psycho-

physiological factors that may contribute to the development of disorganized attachment. The 

focus of the doctoral thesis is 4 and 9 month-old infants’ emotion regulation abilities, and 

their relation to 12-month-old attachment.  

We explored the infants’ emotion regulation capacities by observing the face-to-face mother-

infant interactions using the moderately stress-provoking Still Face paradigm (Tronick et al, 

1978). Our research also measured maternal and environmental characteristics potentially 

influencing emotion regulation ability, as well as infants’ temperamental characteristics (see 

figure). 

 

Background 

The process of emotion regulation is considered as those conscious or unconscious, automatic 

or effortful behaviors, skills and strategies that serve to modulate emotional experiences and 

expressions (Calkins, Hill, 2007). The development of emotion regulation can be described as 
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a continuous integration of biological, socio-emotional and cognitive experiences (Calkins, 

1994), so given its complexity as a construct, it is best examined in accordance with these 

factors (Eisenberg et al, 2000).  

The role of the quality of parent-infant relationship is crucial in the early developmental 

period serving as a protective and risk factor. Becoming familiar with the temperament of the 

child can help understand the dynamic of this relationship. Its effect can be seen in the quality 

of attachment, and in the long term can define how the child experiences and judges his/her 

emotions, which in turn will determine the functioning of emotion recognition and emotion 

regulation.  

To examine the dynamics of early interpersonal interactions, Tronick et al (1978) developed 

the Still Face paradigm. By alternating between normal and interrupted mother-infant 

interaction, it is suitable for answering several research questions between broad age ranges. 

The situation has sufficient stress provoking effect, therefore the infants’ use of emotion 

regulation methods and capacities in everyday interactions, and the infant-mother interactive 

changes and relations can be appropriately studied (Adamson, Frick, 2003). 

Specific goals 

Our research examines the development of emotion regulation capacity in a complex 

psychosocial frame in which we tried to explore the background mechanisms of individual 

variability and associations with maternal characteristics.  

Our aim is to explore how the individual differences in self regulation define the quality of 

infant-mother attachment, and to define which factors can be considered as predictors in the 

development of disorganized attachment. We followed the development of a samle of healthy, 

low risk infants from 4 months to one year of age. The arrangement of the research enabled us 

to examine individual characteristics, follow developmental changes, order of birth, gender 

differences, and to analyze environmental risk factors and the role of temperament. We 

hypothesized that the mother and infant reactions observed during the still face situation are in 

line with those robust behavioral reactions underlined by the relevant literature. We expected 

to see the stability of the observed reactions, and the distinction of individual characteristics 

and complex behavioral patterns.  
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We hypothesized that the infant-mother behaviors observed in the experiment are in relation 

with individual characteristics. Finally, we examined the predictive value of the different 

constitutional characteristics with regards to the pattern of attachment.  

Method 

Participants 

The subject of the study were participants of the BMB Study between 2008-2012 (Research 

Institute of Psychology, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, principal researcher: 

Judit Gervai).  

The longitudinal sample of the Study consisted of 147 mother-infant dyads, who participated 

in our study at the infants’ 4, 9 and 12 months of age. The number of infants who completed 

the still-face procedure at 4 and at 9 months was N=137. Infants were born full-term (37-41 

weeks gestation time) with >2500 g birthweight (mean: 3500 ±431gramm). Mothers’ mean 

age was 32 years (±3,5), 98% lived with a partner or spouse, 73,5% were primiparous, and 

84,4% had a college education. Mother-infant dyads were recruited from Budapest and the 

city’s agglomeration.  

Procedures 

Questionnaires 

Environmental characteristics 

o Demography 

 Perinatal complications (Beck & Shaw, 2005) 

o stressful Life Events (LE) affecting the families (calculated by weighing life events 

based on Danis et al., 2006). 

o Social Support (SS) (Tóth & Danis, 2008) 

Maternal characteristics 

o Adult Temperament Questionnaire (ATQ, Evans & Rothbart, 2007), for the 

measurement of maternal temperament 

o Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS, Zigmond & Snaith, 1983; validation 

of the Hungarian version: Muszbek et al., 2006), for the measurement of maternal 

depressive and anxiety symptoms 
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o Positive and Negative Affect Scale – expanded form (Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 

1988), for the measurement of maternal emotional disposition 

Infant characteristics 

o Infant Behavior Questionnaire – Revised (IBQ-R, Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003), for the 

measurement of infant temperament.  

Behavioral assessments 

Modified still-face procedure 

Mother-infants diads participated a modified still-face (SF) task consisting five episodes 

(normal / 3min →SF / 2 min→ reunion / 3 min →SF / 2 min → reunion / 3 min). Mothers 

were asked to refrain from touching the infants. 

Coding  

Maternal and infant gaze direction, vocalization, facial expression, movements and mirroring 

behavior were recorded continuously (Observer XT 9.0) throught the experiment. 

Strange Situation Procedure (SSP) 

Infants were classified into one of the three original organised, coherent categories of secure 

(B), insecure-avoidant (A), insecure-resistant (C) (Ainsworth, 1978), or the disorganised (D) 

category added by Main and Solomon (1990).  

Assesments 

Instruments used at each data collection wave (see figure below). 

Age 
Questionnaires Behavioral 

assessments Mother Infant 

4 months 
SES, LE, PANAS, HADS, 

ATQ, 

Perinatal complications, 

IBQ-R 
Still-face procedure 

9 months LE, PANAS, HADS IBQ-R Still-face procedure 

12 months LE, PANAS, HADS IBQ-R 
Strange Situation 

Procedure 
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Results and conclusions  

Responses in still-face episodes  

In line with the findings of previous research papers, the characteristic still-face effect 

(Tronick et al., 1978) and the carry-over effect was demonstrated by infants. Mothers also 

experienced still-face episodes as stressful and it was manifested in their behaviour.  

Moderate and strong stability across phases highlighted the great relevance of individual 

differences and characteristics. Maternal affective behaviour and infant emotional responses 

showed moderate correlation.  

Response patterns in still-face episodes in relation to external and internal factors  

Infant behaviour varied in relation to birth order both for 4 and for 9-month-old infants. 

Second-born 4-month-old infants demonstrated self-comforting behaviour (referred to as 

automanipulation), while second-born 9-month-old infants showed a higher degree of 

negative emotions during regulatory episodes. Less optimal maternal reactions revealed that 

mutual mother-infant interaction patterns were more balanced with firstborn infants (Lewis, 

Kreitzberg, 1979).  

Our investigation also showed gender-appropriate differences that were most typical at the 

age of 9 months. Boys responded with more negative emotions while girls were characterised 

with a higher degree of self-regulation. Infant-mother emotional correlations were found to 

have been more pronounced for boys.  

Older infants showed more distress in still-face episodes and they were more sensitive to the 

disruption of social contingency as well. The fact that during the interactive episodes no 

developmental changes in the infants’ emotions can be detected proves the key role of 

maternal scaffolding in emotion regulation. 4-month-old infants showed mirroring only in 

their facial expressions, which is seen as the first step towards a perceptual discrimination of 

their own (Rochat, Striano, 2002) and the first step towards the development of reciprocal 

communication. 9-month-old infants, however, used a larger repertoire of mirroring 

techniques, which shows a tendency towards mutual communication and the understanding of 

others’ intentions (Tomasello, 2008). Infants’ wider range of emotional regulatory devices at 

9 months of age enabled them to apply eliciting behaviours to recapture their mother’s 

attention. During developmental changes voluntary movement and join attention made 

infants’ attention more focused on objects in the vicinity. Discrepancies also occurred in 
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maternal behaviour depending on the infants’ age, which is a sign of stronger emotional 

synchronism, or could be interpreted as a specific response to the infant’s developmental 

changes.    

Infant behaviour showed low stability, while mothers showed strong/moderate stability in the 

two observed age periods (Mesman et al., 2009).  

Individual differences and episode-related behaviour surveyed by questionnaire  

Social support for the mother, the efficiency of the mother’s coping with motherhood and the 

feeling of distress were most pronounced for mothers when their infants were 9 months old.  

The efficiency of parenting stress implied a higher amount of positive emotions and therefore 

led to more optimal maternal behaviour and mother-infant interaction (van Bakel, Riksen-

Walraven, 2002). Maternal stress and a lower level of social support are likely to have curbed 

the mother’s feeling of self-efficiency and may have resulted in less sensitive parenting 

behaviour (more neutral emotion expressions). 

Maternal depressive symptoms observed at an early stage were in correlation with the infants’ 

reduced mirroring performance, which imply deficiencies in mutual communication in the 

event of the mother’s mental problems.   

Individual differences in infants’ reactions to specific episodes  

Infants not showing negative emotions during the investigation can be clustered on the basis 

of their own behaviour, their mother’s behaviour, or their personality traits. Infants typically 

showed neutral emotions, they were devoid of vocalization and employed self-regulatory 

techniques, and also the mothers’ mental well-being was more noticeable for both age groups 

involved in the study.  

At the age of 9 months, infants who cried less are believed to be more docile and less negative 

by temperament. In this age period, infants’ object-oriented interactions and their mirroring of 

maternal behaviour also indicate optimal mother-infant interactive patterns (Feldman, 2005).  

Infants’ attempts to elicit their mother’s attention were found to be related, for both age 

groups, to a higher rate of positive emotions displayed in the regulatory episodes as well as to 

mothers’ interactive behaviour exhibited during normal interactive periods (Tronick et al., 

1982). 
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Scientific literature does not offer sufficient explanation for the carry-over effect (Gianino, 

Tronick, 1988; Field, 1994; Tronick, 2005). In our study, infants showing a carry-over effect 

reacted to interactive situations with stronger negative emotions, and the regulation of their 

emotions seemed more difficult during the entire experiment. Responding to a situation may 

vary according to age and temperament: at the age of 4 months, a higher degree of surgency 

will determine the infant’s reactions, while 9-month-old infants have shown negative 

temperament (Braungart-Rieker et al., 1998). Mothers’ lower level of involvement and the 

disruption of the smooth interaction flow were key factors that prevented the observed 

mothers from coping with their infants’ negative emotions adequately. At the age of 9 

months, we detected a higher degree of maternal stress and a lower level of coping efficiency 

on the scale measuring social support, a finding reflected in the mother’s behaviour 

(Goldstein et al., 1996). A relative age-appropriate stability of the carry-over effect led to 

increasing difficulties in applying regulatory skills already at the early period. 

Using mirroring to describe infant reactions was less consistent when the mother had a higher 

degree of depression and a lower level of positive emotions, which can be interpreted as a 

response to external environmental conditions. We did not detect a high degree of mutual 

mirroring between mother and child, and when we did, the infant reacted to the specific 

situation with more positive and more interactive behaviour, particularly to the reunion 

phases, and therefore tuning in served as a sort of “buffer” in stressful social interactions.  

Maternal stress was detected in a relatively low rate of caregivers and it was more distressing 

for infants (Braungart-Rieker et al., 2001). Difficulties in regulating emotions were also 

reflected in an increased number of infants showing a carry-over effect besides negative 

maternal emotions. Expressing negative emotions may be attributed to the mother’s 

characteristics (lower level of sociability, positive emotional temperament) as well as her 

social background (relationship difficulties, the feeling of stress when the infant was 9 month 

of age). Expressing negative emotions is seen similar to a depressive mother’s behaviour 

because of its disruptive and non-contingent nature, and consequently the infant may suffer a 

disruption in its emotional regulation (Field, 1994).   

Identifying complex behavioural patterns  

Infants belonging to both observed age groups can be clustered according to their 

characteristic response patterns applied to cope with stress (Remete, 2012). Those belonging 

to the high-distressed cluster showed a lower level of self-regulation, and external maternal 
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regulation could hardly remedy the problem – as indicated by a higher occurrence of the 

carry-over effect. These negative emotions displayed during the experiment may, however, be 

put down to the infants’ temperament. Mothers exhibited negative emotions most often to 

infants belonging to this cluster further hampering their infants’ regulatory processes 

(Cicchetti, Toth, 1988). At the age of 9 months, less optimal parenting behaviour was 

predicted from three key indicators: the mother’s diminished self-regulatory capacities, the 

level of stress and lower coping efficiency.  

In the cluster identified as mother-focused, infants had an increasing tendency to look at their 

mother and had more interactive vocalization, which clearly highlight the importance of 

external maternal regulation. The changes of emotional states suggest that maternal attention 

and regulation could adequately influence infants’ emotions in the majority of the cases.   

The largest degree of self-regulation was detected in a group labelled as neutral. Turning 

towards objects around them, as an effective arousal and regulatory strategy (Derryberry, 

Rothbart, 1988) characterised this group in both of the observed age periods. Neutral 9-

month-old infants could cope with stressful situations with the help of their temperament, 

which is assumed to be serving as kind of protective factor during their development. On the 

basis of maternal characteristics we might consider the possibility that a neutral, object-

oriented behaviour may be interpreted as a response to a less optimal maternal environment. 

The impact of depression exerted in the early period, however, may not be an exclusive factor 

in the mother-infant relationship in the long term (Campbell at al., 1995), as a more 

problematic maternal background may not influence the mothers of neutral infants at the age 

of nine months either.   

Differences between the groups may be largely age-related. The examination of gender-

appropriate differences reveals that girls have more efficient regulatory capacities at the age 

of 9 months.  

The individual clustering of infants did not reveal any longitudinal consistency. Clustering on 

the basis of stability can be attributed to individual temperament traits, while age-related low 

stability may be accredited to maternal behavioural patterns.  

To comfort their crying babies mothers employed similar regulatory strategies for both 

observed age groups, although these showed varied efficiency. In both age groups, we 

detected a small number of withdrawn mothers who reacted to their infants’ negative 
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emotions in a neutral way and their interactive movements decreased drastically. This group 

was found to display an increased number of depressive symptoms and a lower level of 

positive emotional disposition when their infant was 4 months old. When these infants 

reached 9 months of age, they still exhibited a higher level of stress, which indicate that 

withdrawn mothers tend to find it more challenging to cope with parenting, which is also 

manifested in their reactions to stressful situations. Withdrawn mothers’ inability to help their 

infants with external regulatory techniques was also confirmed by the carry-over effects 

shown by their infants.  

Reacting to their infants’ negative emotions, the majority of neutral mothers also produced 

neutral responses, and their interactivity also showed a moderate decrease. This neutral 

strategy did not help infants overcome their negative emotional state. Neutral mothers’ 

temperament was distinguished on the basis of their higher level of inhibitory control (with 4 

month-old infants) and by the degree of extroversion and a lower level of positive emotions 

(with 9-month-old infants). Their infants were also found to have displayed negative 

temperament. Environmental factors may also play a role as both neutral and withdrawn 

mothers were reported to suffer from extreme stress during the period elapsing from their 

infants’ 4 months of age.  

Only mothers labelled as positive were found to be conveying positive emotions and making 

interactive movements despite their infants’ expressing negative emotions, and this attention-

diverting strategy proved most effective in comforting their child. The higher rate of infants 

with adequate mirroring behaviour seems to be in correlation with mothers’ ability to use 

optimal regulatory strategies.  

Maternal behaviour of those with non-crying or seldom-crying infants was similar to the 

positive cluster where positive emotions and interactive movements were the major factors in 

undisturbed mother-infant interactions, and which prove vital in influencing the infants’ 

emotional state during still-faced episodes (Mesman et al., 2009).  

The relative stability of the clusters may be attributed to internal factors but may as well refer 

to the quality of mother-infant relationship (e.g. the composition of the crying infant cluster 

may change depending on the mother cluster).   
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Still-face responses and attachment classification 

During the analyses, we gave high priority to the investigation of disorganized (D) 

attachment, one of the major focal points of the Budapest Mother-Baby Study. The 

experiment focused on low-social-risk families, where we detected 26% of D attachment, a 

figure just above the threshold level of the non-risk population. Infant behaviour in the still-

face paradigm was an adequate predictor from the infants’ 9 months of age. Stronger 

emotional reactions in still-face episodes alone seem to be indicative for the subsequent 

development of D attachment.   

Mother-infant mirroring seems to have been a protective factor in attachment security. In our 

sample, this applied predominantly for avoidant infants with lower reactivity and infants with 

secure attachment.     

Our results show that the regulatory difficulties of infants demonstrating carry-over effects 

pose a risk for subsequent attachment. The fact that the relative longitudinal stability of the 

carry-over effect signal regulatory capacities at a very early stage might be a significant 

finding from the aspects of potential intervention. 

Summary 

Behavioural responses given to the modified still-face paradigm fit in well with the findings 

of other research papers and provide some additional insights. The gender-appropriate 

differences revealed in this paper may contribute to the clarification of some controversial 

issues that still remained. Our research highlighting the importance of birth order calls for 

targeting this factor specifically. The analysis of stability across phases has also produced 

valuable data employed to differentiate between individual characteristics. This complex 

investigation has shed some light on clearly identifiable transactional impacts. It has also 

contributed to the opening up of new research paths that are hoped to lead us to more accurate 

explanations of individual differences on the one hand, and will help reveal the historical 

antecedents of mother-infant attachment on the other hand. 
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